
SalesmanshipSalesmanship

Identifying and 
Fulfilling Customer 
and Supplier Needs
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ObjectivesObjectives

• Following this workshop, you should be able to:
 More effectively question and listen for customer 

needs

 Uncover supplier and customer values

 Select and appropriately use sales aids

 Understand the process for overcoming objections

 Develop and establish positive relationships for 
repeat business
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Customer or SupplierCustomer or Supplier

According to the Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary, a

– Customer is one who … 
1. purchases a commodity or service

2. usually has some specified distinctive trait such 
as a “real tough customer”    

– Supplier is one who …
1. furnishes or makes available for use 

2. supplies or substitutes for another 
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ImplicationsImplications

• What implications do you think customers/ 
suppliers have on your business? 
 _________________________

 _________________________

 _________________________ 
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What are the Differences?What are the Differences?

Product Peddler Consultative Approach
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The Product PeddlerThe Product Peddler

• Pushes the same products to all customers

• Spends more time talking about him/herself and 
his/her products than customer needs

• Is more concerned about his/her sales goal than 
solving a customer’s problem

Product peddlers assume they know what the customer needs so 
spends most of the time telling the customer about their available 

products and services.
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Consultative ApproachConsultative Approach

• Would rather not make 
a sale than sell a 
customer a product that 
does not meet the needs

• Recognizes the value 
of the return business of a 
satisfied customer

• Understands that meeting 
the customer needs is 
essential to establishing 
long-term, profitable 
relationships

A salesperson with a consultative approach seeks to understand 
the customer’s needs and then works to design a customized 

solution to address the need.
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Which Would You Prefer?Which Would You Prefer?

• If you were the customer, which type of salesperson 
would you prefer to deal with, and why? 

Product Peddler Consultative Approach
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The Best Salesperson You KnowThe Best Salesperson You Know

Knowledge

Skills

Attitudes
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Rate Your SkillsRate Your Skills

• For each skill:
– Star your current performance (1-10)

– Rate the IMPORTANCE of this behavior on a 
customer’s willingness to buy (1-10)

– Circle (1-10) where your toughest customer would like 
you to be

– Identify several important opportunities, and write 
them at the bottom of the worksheet

– Star two areas on which you want to focus
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Reflecting ….Reflecting ….

Think about how you might go about improving …  

Your selling skills Your buying skills
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The STEP ProcessThe STEP Process

The STEP process provides a 
framework for understanding needs, 
alternatives, solutions, and benefits.
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STEP 1:  
Search for Needs

STEP 1:  
Search for Needs

Trends Needs
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Creating Customer PartnershipsCreating Customer Partnerships

Understand
Customer’s
Business

Understand
Customer’s
Business

Design
Solutions

Design
Solutions

Anticipate
Future

Customer
Partnership

“Seek first to understand, then to be understood.”

- Steven Covey
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Customer Value DriversCustomer Value Drivers

Psychologica
l

Peace of mind, 
security, develops 
customer loyalty, 

unpredictable 
value

Functional
Safety, reliability, 
reasons to buy 

other than price, 
values other than 

price

Economic
Customer’s first 
value, discounts 
not the best sale 

strategy
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Customer Value DriversCustomer Value Drivers

• The value which carries 
the most weight 
depends upon the 
individual customer
– It is often subjective, 

not measurable

– The value perceived as 
most important may be 
different than the value 
that affects the decision

Our ViewOur View

Customer’s
View

Customer’s
View
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Things that Create ValueThings that Create Value

Economic Functional Psychological

As the supplier

As the customer
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Measures of CredibilityMeasures of Credibility

• Don’t rely on what you know!  Learn about:
– A customer’s needs

– A customer’s business

– Potential solutions
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Open QuestionsOpen Questions

• Don’t have yes or no answers

• Encourage prospect to talk about himself

• Allow prospect to emphasize 
what is important

• Are useful in the 
beginning of the call

• Tell you about 
expectations
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Open QuestioningOpen Questioning

1. Brainstorm as many customer needs 
as possible.

2. Develop three open-ended questions.

3. Be ready to say exactly what needs will 
be uncovered.

4. You have five minutes.
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Closed QuestionsClosed Questions

• May have yes/no answer

• Ask for facts

• Ask for specifics
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Closed QuestioningClosed Questioning

1. Look at the list of needs developed.

2. Develop three closed questions.

3. Be ready to say exactly what needs will 

be uncovered.

4. You have five minutes.
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Confirming QuestionsConfirming Questions

• Special type of closed question

• Build toward agreement
– If I understood you correctly …

– So what you are saying is …

– Help me understand …
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Confirming QuestionsConfirming Questions

• Question: ________________________

• Needs: __________________________

• Question: ________________________

• Needs: __________________________

• Question: ________________________

• Needs: __________________________
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Productive ListeningProductive Listening

Listen for feelings

Watch for 
non-verbal cues

Listen for facts
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Five Sins of Selective ListeningFive Sins of Selective Listening

• You get bored

• You don’t care

• You think you already know the information

• You can’t focus

• You are thinking of something to say next
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Tips for Better ListeningTips for Better Listening

• Keep your attention on the customer

• Know when you do too much talking

• Keep important information handy
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Even if you are actively listening, 
you will remember 

only 50% of what is said.  

Imagine if you weren’t being 
a productive listener?
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Collecting Necessary 
Information

Collecting Necessary 
Information

• Questions can help to collect important 
information to use when growing a business

• Can be the same questions used with both 
suppliers and customers …. but having entirely 
different results.
– Think about the 40 questions in your booklets …. first 

from the customer’s perspective … and then from a 
supplier’s perspective. 
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Step to a SaleStep to a Sale
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STEP 2: 
Talk About Alternatives

STEP 2: 
Talk About Alternatives

• What it does for the customer:
– You heard me

– You’re thinking about my needs

– You’re using your expertise to find the best solution
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Summarize NeedsSummarize Needs

• What it does for you:
– Confirms needs

– Confirms your choice of product/solution

– Confirms the most important needs/benefits 
to highlight
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Features as ValueFeatures as Value

• Feature: 
– some aspect of your product or service that exists 

regardless of customer’s needs

• Benefit: 
– the way a feature satisfies a particular need

• Value: 
– a customer-specific benefit
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Use this Formula, it Works!Use this Formula, it Works!

Because of (feature) …

you will be able to (benefit) …

which means (value) 
…Because we have our own specialized equipment,

you can count on us to apply the product, 

in the most correct way which means 

better pest control for you.
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Continual Customer FeedbackContinual Customer Feedback

• Question the customer 
on the importance of 
certain features.

• In providing feedback, 
most customers will 
mention the benefits 
that are most important 
to them.
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Selling Features as ValuesSelling Features as Values

• Choose a need that is common among your customers

• Think of three alternatives you could suggest to your customers

• Write in the feature(s) of each product and the benefit and value 
of these features

Alternative
Features Benefits Value
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STEP 3: 
Evaluate Pros and Cons 

STEP 3: 
Evaluate Pros and Cons 

• What it does for the customer:
– Reinforces your consulting approach 

– Says you are thinking “customer first”

– Increases trust
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Evaluate Pros and ConsEvaluate Pros and Cons

• What it does for you:
– Helps you learn the priority of customer needs

– Builds a stronger long-term relationship

– Showcases your honesty and integrity

– Showcases your consulting approach
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Evaluate Pros and ConsEvaluate Pros and Cons

• Customers know they have to make trade-offs:
– What they want

– What they need

– What they can pay for

– What will pay off for them

Customers need your help to make the best trade-offs.
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STEP 4: 
Present Benefits Summary

STEP 4: 
Present Benefits Summary

• The benefits summary is much easier if you have:
– Identified and confirmed needs

– Talked about solutions

– Evaluated trade-offs

When you have determined the top benefits and have evidence 
that supports them, present the benefits summary.
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Strong Benefits SummaryStrong Benefits Summary

Strong
Summary

Strongest 
benefits

Most 
effective 

order

Most 
appropriate 
information

Expectations 
of future 

relationship
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Presenting your BenefitsPresenting your Benefits

• When the customer is undecided or unsure:
– Start and end with a strong benefit

– Talk results – be specific

– Get agreement as you go

– “Trial close” to get at resistance
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Presenting Benefits Presenting Benefits 

• When the customer needs more information 
or proof:
– Use testimonials

– Refer to professionally developed selling aids

– Provide leave-behind information

Consider your customer’s willingness to buy when 
planning your presentation.
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Sales AidsSales Aids

• What are sales aids?
– Product literature

– Performance tests

– Local testimonials

– Pictures

– Computer spreadsheets
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Common Sales Aids You UseCommon Sales Aids You Use

Selling Aid Purpose
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What is an Objection?What is an Objection?

• An excuse not to make a decision now

• A misunderstanding about a benefit or product 
feature

• A true objection
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Overcoming ResistanceOvercoming Resistance

Listen

Question for
understanding

Restate

Address 
the objection
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SummarySummary

• Good salesmanship …. 
– Questions customers, and listens to responses

– Assesses customer needs accurately

– Creates strong relationships with customers and suppliers

– Helps customers choose the best solution

– Uses sales aids properly

– Understands objections, and uses them to learn about 
customer needs

– Works to add value when determining solutions to 
customer needs


